AGENDA

1. Introductions
2. Minutes from Reno meeting
3. Committee Report on Design of Concrete Structures for Blast Effects - published
4. Update of Committee Report on FRP Retrofitting of Blast-Loaded Structures in Collaboration with ACI 440
5. Committee 370 Sponsored Technical Sessions
   - UHPC Behavior under Blast and Impact Load Effects, part 1 and 2 – Wednesday
   - Recent Updates to Blast Design Guidance (Spring 2015)
6. New Initiatives
   - ACI 370 Webinar Request
   - Session: FRP Methodology/Applications for Blast-Resistant Structures
   - Session: Review of Committee Report for MCP – when report is ready
   - Conference: 11th International Conference on Shock & Impact Loads on Structures, May 2015, Ottawa
   - Non-session initiatives
   - Code & Criteria initiatives
7. Member Presentations
   - Khaled El-Domiaty
8. Committee Involvement with Other Groups
9. Other Business
10. Next Committee Meeting: 12-15 April 2015 in Kansas City, MO
11. Adjourn